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IGT ADVANTAGE
ADVANTAGE offers the deepest and most robust product portfolio in the
casino industry. Whatever the mix of your floor or the scale of your operation,
ADVANTAGE can be adapted to support your business needs. From Cloud
integration to API’s for 3rd party business applications, IGT ADVANTAGE
drives your vision for growth and provides exceptional player experiences
while streamlining operations. Whether it’s the world’s most proven Bonusing
Suite or Mobile products that adapt players and employees to today’s needs
for speed and convenience, IGT’s product portfolio will set you apart from
your competition.
ADVANTAGE stands apart from other casino management systems by
investing more annually than any other gaming vendor on R&D and offers
the largest portfolio of systems IP. With these facts in mind, IGT is leading
the way by innovating Systems applications and features that are
revolutionizing the gaming experience.

Player Tracking Displays
M5
M5 is based on the HTML5 industry standard, which enables you to
personalize your Service Window and NexGen Display content easily.
With M5, your content can take over the full game screen and display
promotions, events, and other personalized content. Now you can give
the player more than just their name on the display, including bonus
content, ads, and even promotions based on their player profile.
• Increase play time and create brand loyalty with engaging content
and applications
• Reduce the cost of content development with auto scalability
• Retain players at the EGM with communications via Service Window
• Extend functionality of your machines with on-screen advertising

Bonusing and Applications
Loyalty
Xtra Credit®

MARKETING

The Xtra Credit bonus promotes longer play time and eliminates the expense
of promotional dollars that walk out the door by awarding players game credits
that cannot be cashed out. Player wagers own money and Xtra Credit is
decremented from the player tracking display and all bets are matched back
to the credit meter. Any unused Xtra Credit will return to the balance on
the card for later use.
• Lower marketing costs by eliminating the expense of promotional dollars
that walk out the door
• Increase bonus redemption rates and slot utilization with easy to redeem
noncashable credits
• Increase time on device by rewarding players while they are playing
Many of the ADVANTAGE Bonuses can be configured to reward players
with Xtra Credit, ensuring that your marketing dollars are working for you
and increasing your ROI.

PointPlay®

Lucky Time (Carded/Uncarded)

PointPlay streamlines club operations and increases
play time by giving players the ability to convert points
to either cashable game credits or non-cashable Xtra
Credit rewards right at the game.

Lucky Time is a mystery-style jackpot that can hit only on the days and time
you have chosen. Multiple jackpots are randomly awarded during the specified
time ranges. Lucky Time can be configured to hit during periods of slack
demand in order to drive play into those periods. This bonus can be carded
or un-carded and can pay fixed or progressive amounts.

• Decrease point liability while increasing time
on device

• Drive play by configuring to hit during periods of slack demand

• Extra convenience and satisfaction for your players

• Increase carded play on specific games, banks of games, or floor wide

• Eliminate the expense of promotional dollars
that walk out the door by replacing cash back

• Increase the value of your players club and drive membership

Player convenience and operational efficiency are the
hallmarks of this proven method for decreasing lines
at the club booth, improving customer satisfaction,
and increasing the value of points to players. With
PointPlay, you reduce point liability and give your
players more play directly at the machine.

• Build strong branding and differentiate your property

• Create specialized value for your high-end players

Celebration Prizes®
Celebration Prizes is an automated mechanism for rewarding all eligible players
with a consolation prize when a Lucky Coin, Lucky Time or Lucky Chip®
jackpot is hit. Celebration Prizes can be awarded in the form of cashable
credits or non-cashable Xtra Credit.
• Increase time on machine by making players feel positive with a small win
• Increase the value of your player’s club and drive membership
• Maximize the draw of your promotions

Random Bonusing

With Celebration Prizes, you can create a sense of community play by
awarding smaller Celebration Prizes, all eligible players participate in
the thrill of a jackpot win.

Lucky Draw

Multiple Jackpot Time

Pull in more players with an exciting floor wide bonus! Lucky Draw creates a call to action, bringing players to the floor to receive
a lucky set of numbers and a chance to win one of several prizes. Players will receive a set of unique numbers on their EGM when
the drawing occurs.
• Increase the value of your players club and drive membership

With Multiple Jackpot Time, you can automatically multiply an eligible
winning payout up to nine times. You can select the reward to occur when
a bonus pool reaches a pre-determined level and continue until the bonus
pool has been depleted.

• Build floor wide excitement during drawing times

• Ignite play during slow periods

• Add strong branding to differentiate your property

• Motivate players during specific times

The winning set of numbers will be shown on overhead signage and at the game, highlighting the event across the property and
informing winners immediately.

Lucky Coin® (Carded/Uncarded)
Lucky Coin is a pool-based, mystery-style jackpot that can hit any time. It is system-generated, which means it can hit regardless
of game outcome. You determine a range for the award amount, and what percentage of your coin-in amounts will increment
the bonus pool. This bonus can be carded or un-carded and can pay fixed or progressive amounts.
• Increase the value of your players club and drive membership
• Build floor wide excitement as your bonus amounts grow
• Increase carded play
• Add strong branding and differentiate your property

• Enhance the player experience
• Increase branding and loyalty

ReturnPlay®
The ReturnPlay bounceback promotion rewards players for returning to
your casino. Play during a set time period qualifies players for Xtra Credit
non-cashable credits, redeemable only on specified days. The ReturnPlay
bonus is carded, ensuring rewards go to the right players. This highly
configurable bonus:
• Increases carded play and the number of incremental visits to
your property
• Boosts spend-per-visit by increasing the play required to qualify
for the award
• Ignites play during slow periods

Lucky Seat Slots
Lucky Seat Slots brings a new element of mystery to
your players club by delivering unexpected awards
to your members. Now you can surprise loyal players
with promotionally funded points, comps or Xtra
Credit non-cashable rewards right at the game.
• Add anticipation and surprise to your promotions
• Increase carded play and the value of your
players club
• Drive play by configuring to hit during periods
of slack demand
You determine the percentage of carded players that
qualify for the promotion, during which time frame,
and which type of award will be delivered. When the
bonus hits, rewards are delivered to lucky players.

Linked Progressives
Attract players to new themes, push traffic to slow
areas of the floor, or highlight your best themes with
a fun progressive. You choose the machines and
themes that contribute to a progressive bonus pool,
as well as the symbol combinations that unlock the
big win. With Linked Progressives you can manage:

Intelligent Bonusing

Automation

Random Riches®

iReserve

Instantly reward loyal players while increasing play.
IGT’s Random Riches gives you the ability to
immediately deliver random or fixed amounts of
promotionally funded Xtra Credit non-cashable
rewards for achieving point accrual levels you specify.
No more waiting for rewards. Random Riches rewards
are delivered in real time during play sessions.

Even the most passionate player needs a break. Let them keep their streak rolling with an easy card-based reservation system,
iReserve. No more tilted chairs or handwritten signs—employees or players can hold the machine with the swipe of a card.
As soon as the player cards back in, the machine unlocks, and the player can immediately resume playing.

• Increase revenues by more intelligently
targeting rewards

On Demand Suite

• Retain players who need a break
• Improve game availability with timed hold releases
• Streamline reservation process, making staff more efficient

• Boost player spend-per-visit and carded play with
goal-oriented awards

What if your players never had to leave their game? With On Demand from IGT, players can order drinks, call a host,
have their car pulled up, and access a variety of other conveniences with the push of a button — which means less time
waiting in lines and more time having fun. Applications available include:

• Convert infrequent players into loyal slot customers

• Valet
• Weather
• Security
• Host via the Service Window

Beverage on Demand

• Notifications

With Beverage on Demand, players can easily place beverage orders on the game screen, instead of having
to locate a server or leave the machine to head to the bar. Orders include the player’s name and location and
print out at assigned outlets. Update and customize your menu quickly and easily, and set pricing, happy hour
specials, and tax rates from your desktop.

• Hit processing

• Increase customer satisfaction and accuracy of beverage orders

• Monitoring

• Maximize casino wait staff efficiency

• Reporting
• Jackpot management
Let everyone enjoy the excitement when you pair
it with Celebration Prizes!

Virtual Drawing Manager
ADVANTAGE Virtual Drawing Manager makes running sweepstakes and drawings easier by eliminating
the hassle of printing tickets. Once players reach the point level you’ve specified, their account is
automatically credited. Its multiple self-service features streamline processes and increase productivity
by giving your players more control.
• Reduce labor and lower the total cost of running drawing events
• Promote drawing winners floor wide, providing greater entertainment value
• Increase time on device by notifying winners directly on the game machine via Service Window
• Drive incremental visits and increase coin-in with exciting drawings

Message Blast
With Message Blast, you can deliver personalized, targeted, and relevant communications and marketing
messages directly to your club members at the game. Hosts can send messages directly to their players
at the EGM.
• Provide a personalized player experience that increases loyalty
• Increase the value of your players club and drive membership
• Target players with the right messages at the right time
• Improve advertising and ensure timely communications to players
• Increase excitement and build anticipation when table bonuses are delivered

Patron Management
From enrolling players club members to launching and maintaining multi-tiered loyalty campaigns, Patron Management has all the
tools you need to keep your players engaged. Data stored within this powerful tool is used to build customized events and promotions
for your guests; for example, setting coin-in, filtering by location, and adding in just the right reward. Tracking these results requires
organization and clarity. With multi-site capabilities, ADVANTAGE Patron Management keeps all the information under one roof,
making your marketing easier at every level. Patron Management supports all types of promotional measures: drawings, tournaments,
discounts, coupons, event tickets, rewards points, slot and table multipliers, merchandise or gifts, and more. Coupled with robust
Charter functions and Reporting capabilities, Patron Management is the tool you can’t do without.
• Increase revenue by using comprehensive marketing capabilities to create and deliver targeted offers to your players
• Increase crossover play and amenity utilization with enterprise-wide multi-site player management tools
• Reduce operational costs and improve the player experience with streamlined transaction handling

Reception Module
Fast and reliable entrance check feature for operators who need to record and control player entry. Also allows player registration
and facilitates player club enrolment.

Tournament Manager
Tournament Manager redefines and simplifies tournaments for you and your players. Everything from how players register, play
in the event, and receive scores is improved and enhanced. In addition, by integrating with MLD™ technology and proven IGT
tournament themes, you can instantly turn your slots into tournament games.
• Reduce tournament costs through efficient labor usage
• Improve efficiency with streamlined processes and increased uptime
• Enhance player experience with quick registration and a great library of games
• Retain revenue with player-favorite themes outside of tournament mode

SLOT MANAGEMENT

From ticketing solutions to managing your game content, IGT ADVANTAGE provides all the
tools you need to run and optimize your floor.

Floor Manager

ADVANTAGE Monitor

IGT Floor Manager offers a solution to remotely change casino floor mix based
on market conditions and demographics that will grow business and maximize
performance. Event scheduling and monitoring tools give you everything needed
to optimize the games on your floor even allowing you to bridge to mobile
devices, ensuring that game changes happen when and where you want.

Keep an eye on players, machines, and security all from one central location: ADVANTAGE Monitor. To make security and machine
servicing more efficient, this module consolidates event notification, player session information, and security management in
one central point.
• Real-time Security
• Pop-up Player Notifications

Machine Accounting
ADVANTAGE Machine Accounting streamlines your accounting team’s frequent tasks so they can be more productive and run a
smoother operation. Task-based checklists simplify audits, paging, work orders, and machine management. That along with
enhanced filtering makes both regulatory and operational reporting quick and easy.

Multi-Denomination Multi-Game (MDMG)
Get a broad overview of your MDMG game performance with this module of the IGT ADVANTAGE System. Measure performance
through several metrics to find configurations that your players will enjoy and simultaneously add to your bottom line. With robust
reporting and coverage for all game manufacturers, MDMG reporting is essential to the modern casino.
• Make better decisions with actionable data throughout multi-denomination, multigame floors
• Save time with auto-configuration to mark new MDMG cabinets and list new denomination and paytable configurations

Taxable Accrual
Give your players more control by enabling them to process their own jackpots through the Service Window. With Taxable Accrual,
there’s no more waiting for hand pays or completing multiple tax forms. Eligible players can continue playing in mere seconds after
winning and accepting their jackpots.
• Automate and streamline jackpot handpays
• Increase loyalty and play time
• Decrease machine downtimes

• Proactively manage machine status on your floor with triggers
• Identify hot players with player session information
• Create and manage random reward sessions
• Manage cameras and event-related security protocols
Game theme download and EGM configuration are centrally managed,
reducing or eliminating the need to make changes manually. This reduces
downtime and prevents the need for EGM technicians to make the changes
for each machine, so they can focus on other tasks on the floor.
The system also provides game performance analysis tools, enabling operators
to make data-based decisions. Changes can be scheduled in the system to
occur during slow times or in response to specific events, such as changing
game denominations to suit different types of players.

With IGT ADVANTAGE, your players and employees will have new and innovative
ways to interact.
Mobile Player is the modern way to let your player have all of their needs met on the
convenience of their mobile device.
Mobile Employee is the best way to identify hot and/or new players, as well as decrease
response time to players who need an employee assistance.

Mobile Player
Cardless Connect®
This revolutionary new product allows your player’s smartphone to become their loyalty card. Players simply tap their phone
to any gaming machine to card in, reducing barriers to play and increasing the velocity of money on your floor.
• Target younger, tech-savvy guests for new carded membership

Casino

• Self-Service for existing players
• Improve operations
• Position your casino as a tech leader
• Fewer abandoned cards

Staff

• Fewer reprints
• More time to provide excellent customer service to your guests

MOBILE

• Players who forget their card can use their phone to card-in

Player

• Removes the need to carry another card in their wallet
• No waiting in line for reprints
• Fast card in at BLE antenna or NFC equipped EGM

With Cardless Connect, the player’s mobile phone becomes his or her player’s club card. The technology helps streamline the card-in
process at properly equipped EGMs on the floor. This provides increased convenience for players, since most patrons (especially
younger ones) take their mobile phones everywhere.
In addition, players who lost or forgot their card are able to initiate carded game play without having to divert to the player’s club
booth to get a new card. For the operator, Cardless Connect reduces overhead associated with managing the player’s club booth
associated with printing and reprinting cards.

Intelligent Offer
ADVANTAGE Intelligent Offer enables you to build promotions and send offers directly to players in real time – whether
at the game via the Service Window, NexGen display, or through your casino mobile app. Leverage its powerful rules-based
promotions engine to create a player experience that is uniquely identifiable to your property.
Offers are triggered based on specific criteria, ensuring they are targeted to exactly the right players:
• Card-in – either a single card-in event or a card-in within a specific date and time range
• Play – loss coverage, jackpot win, or a specific game event (such as a four-of-a-kind in video poker)
• Player status – groups, tiers, new enrollment
• Location on the floor

Mobile Employee
“IGT’s Mobile Responder has helped us improve our response
times to floor events by 75% in most cases and as much as 90%
in others. Our staff loves it, since they can be more efficient,
and our players are happy to get quick resolution to their issues.”
-Valley View Casino and Hotel

Mobile Jackpot
Keep your players at their favorite machine and empower your staff to process fills and jackpots at the device. A staff member
simply logs in to the Mobile FJP app on a Windows® 8-enabled or Android/iOS device to take care of handpays, including
W-2G processing, and fills directly at the machine, without having to travel back to a kiosk or terminal.
• Enhance the player experience with prompt customer service at the machine
• Increase time on device
• Reduce time spent on administrative tasks

Mobile Responder
Increase floor uptime with a mobile system that keeps you and your employees
in control. IGT’s Mobile Responder automatically recognizes and reports
events from the casino floor and increases responsiveness with our new drive-by
re-routing feature. Staff can accept and resolve tasks en route to another issue
just by carding in to the EGM, increasing customer satisfaction and returning
players to game play quickly.
• Accelerate response time to guests with detailed, real-time notifications
• Improve floor health and increase coin-in with proactive maintenance
• Evaluate staff efficiency with KPI tracking

Mobile Host
Empower your Players Development team with helpful hosting tools in the palm
of their hand. Identify and register uncarded players and cater to hosted players
from one simple app.
• Increase database growth by enrolling uncarded players directly at the machine
• Maximize carded play with a real-time player overview to help hosts cater
to players
• Improve customer service by providing service directly at the machine
• Measure success with real-time player registration statistics

Mobile Notifier
Don’t miss a beat with Mobile Notifier’s real-time push updates of the KPIs and events that matter to you and your team. Instead
of waiting for a weekly report to measure success, leverage real-time notifications to proactively create it. Subscribe to KPI tracking
or event alerts to quickly provide excellent service, increase security, or double-check anomalies.
• Shift from reactive to proactive management
• Increase time on device
• Decrease response time to major events
• Make faster business decisions with real-time notifications

Mobile Dashboard
Where Mobile Notifier gives you a quick snapshot of your KPIs, Mobile Dashboard puts that notification in context. Whether you
need to track performance over time, against a specific time period, or within a casino area, Mobile Dashboard gives you the full
picture of your indicators on any mobile device.
• Shift from reactive to proactive management
• Make faster business decisions with real-time floor KPI

Mobile Comp
Serve your guests at the first point of contact with IGT’s Mobile Comp. Used in conjunction with Mobile Host, Mobile Comp lets
hosts create comps and adjust for players on the fly, without interrupting play. Now your hosts can adjust points and Xtra Credit
balances right from their device. Players get immediate satisfaction and fast service, all while keeping your players club lines short.
• Expedite comp requests
• Retain players before they leave
• Use comps more effectively

Table Manager
ADVANTAGE Table Manager is the most advanced and flexible table game
solution in the industry. It reduces most pencil-to-paper tasks while maximizing
comping accuracy, increasing productivity, and delivering compelling bonusing
to table players.
• Increase productivity by requiring fewer personnel per table to focus on players
• Maximize profits with precisely allocated marketing and comp dollars
• Capture true game handle and reveal player betting patterns
• Focus on game protection and customer service rather than monitoring
and recording wagers

Table Manager Bonusing
Lucky Seat
Lucky Seat is a time-based bonus to drive table play during specific timeframes.
Drive play during slow periods or match awards to periodic activities or special
events to improve visit frequency and boost spend-per-visit. Carded and uncarded
versions give you the flexibility to choose which players qualify for the bonus.
• Drive play by configuring to hit during periods of slack demand
• Increase carded play on specific tables, pits, or floor wide
• Create specialized value for your high-end players

Lucky Chip

TABLE MANAGEMENT

Lucky Chip is a must-hit-by progressive table bonus based on our Lucky Coin
slot bonus. The Lucky Chip bonus selects a random player rating based on
qualifying criteria you set during a scheduled period and awards either a fixed
or pooled amount. The bonus integrates with digital signage to drive play and
create an event when the bonus is won. No additional bet is required to be
eligible, making play even more attractive.
• Increase carded table game play while making player club membership more
valuable for your players
• Drive play and increase average spend-per-visit
• Reduce manual promotional execution
• Strengthen your market presence and differentiate your property with
branded content
• Increase excitement and build anticipation when table bonuses are delivered
Many times, table games players are neglected when it comes to bonusing and
promotions. With Lucky Chip, carded and uncarded table game players can
participate in bonusing opportunities.

Processing table information, including markers, front
money, chips, checks, foreign currency exchanges, and
inventories, is simple with a user-friendly, touchscreen
interface. Robust customer credit functionalities like
bank rating, credit tracking, and check process features
result in better, more accurate credit decisions.
Credit and Collections
Save time and money with the integration of IGT ADVANTAGE Cage &
Table Accounting and Central Credit systems.
Now IGT ADVANTAGE Cage & Table Accounting system works directly with
Central Credit to look up players and deliver all the information you need. Simply
look up your player and receive reports from Central Credit directly to the IGT
ADVANTAGE system.

Rebates and Commissions
Flexible program configuration options and detailed tracking of turnover and
loss combine to provide more accurate calculation of commissions and rebate
awards. Add robust reporting and administration tools, and you gain an
all-inclusive solution that increases efficiency and improves the management
and profitability of your table game junket programs.
• Streamline management of programs, promoters, and agents
• Accurately calculate commissions and rebates with exact turnover and loss

CAGE AND TABLE
ACCOUNTING

• Attract promoters with comprehensive tracking, from configuration
through settlements
• Increase efficiency and reduce operational costs

“IGT ADVANTAGE has definitely helped all our employees do their job better.
At the cashier station, we’ve gone from 12 computers down to one.
The drop process is much quicker, paper work has decreased, and we’ve seen fewer shortages.”
-Miami, OK

Resort Wallet
ADVANTAGE Resort Wallet allows players to easily access funds from their mobile device throughout their whole resort experience.
Players can keep slot, sport, retail, and online balances in the same wallet. With Resort Wallet players can seamlessly transfer funds
to and from their wallet, as well as their favorite enabled EGM.
Resort Wallet works by:
• Leveraging branding (player downloads property branded casino app)
• Leveraging phone biometrics through app sign in authentication (face ID, pin, fingerprint ID)
• Multiple methods (player funds wallet)
• Ubiquitous (player taps bluetooth sensor)
• Icons, symbols, text (players presses transfer)
• Funds are transferred
Players add funds to an EGM by tapping a button on their mobile phone enabling funds to be deposited directly to the EGM,
reducing or eliminating the need to carry cash or wait in line at an ATM. Operators experience reduced overhead due to ticket
or cash related issues, such as a ticket printer jam or lack of ticket stock. In addition, operators have less overhead related to
cash and ticket handling.

CASHLESS

“EZ Pay has reduced handpay operations by 90%.
Our players place 10% higher bets and play 20%
longer, resulting in a 30% increase in total bets.”
-CET Argentina

“EZ Pay has reduced handpay operations by 90%.
Our players place 10% higher bets and play 20%
longer, resulting in a 30% increase in total bets.”
-CET Argentina

Mag Card

EZ Pay®

Now you can give players the option to easily move funds from game to
game using their club card. And integration with most patron management,
point-of-sale and hotel systems means players gain quick and easy access
to their gaming balances, players club rewards, and property services and
amenities using a single card.

Increase coin-in and decrease costs with CMS-agnostic EZ Pay products. From
traditional ticketing to mag cards solutions, cashless products increase player
loyalty and make the gaming experience seamless. EZ Pay products include
TITO, Purchase Tickets, Promo Tickets, Smart Card, and Mag Card.

• Reduce operational costs, slot drops, and paper needed for ticket payouts
• Increase club membership and drive carded play
• Maximize guest activity at your property with a true single-card solution

Promo Tickets
Attract new players and provide valuable rewards with IGT EZ Pay Promo
Tickets. This easy-to-implement add-on feature to your existing IGT EZ
Pay ticketing system takes your marketing efforts to a new level.
• Lower marketing costs by eliminating promotional dollars that walk
out the door
• Drive play during slow periods by limiting redemption to specific days
and/or hours
• Increase club sign-ups by using Promo Tickets to reward uncarded players

Analytics
Standard Reporting
IGT’s systems are fully compliant with regulatory reporting requirements and include hundreds of reports to help you manage
your bottom line. The system uses Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) to generate its reports. SSRS also provides
the ability to easily write custom reports. All reports can be exported in a variety of file formats (XML, CSV, PDF, Excel, and more)
for business analysis.

Business Intelligence Tools
ADVANTAGE Analytics, powered by GlobalSuite gives your management staff point-and-click access to important data that
encompasses all aspects of the casino floor, including slots, table games, and player data:
• Display of information tailored by stakeholder role – Performance Analyst, General Manager, Slot Director, Lead Technician,
Manager, Audit, and more
• Dashboards, heat maps, and other visual tools
• Enhanced 2D and ultra 3D graphical analysis:
- Multi-point ﬁnancial color coding and text information views
provide an extra dimension of analysis
- Ability to launch quick dialogs, pivot tables, and reports from within
the graphical environment
- More versatility and analysis options for the end-user
GlobalSuite provides access to your enterprise’s gaming data using standard data warehousing technologies.

Flexible, Customizable Toolset
GlobalSuite uses customizable dashboards, reports, and backend datasets for maximum flexibility. While GlobalSuite utilizes a
standard database format to drive the product’s features, it can be modified to incorporate any data from an accessible database.

ANALYTICS

Your data needs always require the support of deep and varied set of reports. GlobalSuite delivers reporting through SQL Server
Reporting Services (SSRS), Power BI, and a series of dashboards. Reports can be automatically generated and emailed to groups
or individuals.

Floor Visualization
The floor visualization is more than a map of the floor:
• Slot machines and tables can be colored or highlighted based upon any metric in the GlobalSuite database
• Gaming devices can be colored to show absolute performance (coin in between X and Y in yellow, over Z in green) or relative
performance (top 5% of slot machines in red, bottom 5% in blue)
The map directly integrates reporting and game play data. Gaming devices display with pop-ups with historical performance along
with configuration data, and more. Key metrics, like Theoretical Win, can be shown next to individual devices or aggregated for
banks. Players can be analyzed by the machines or themes they play. The spectrum of tools available to users is broad and the
available insight is deep.

Hardware
Universal Game Adapter (UGA)
UGA easily deploys Service Window on non-G2S games from any manufacturer delivering a compelling and consistent player
experience. Service Window is the best way to enhance communications and deliver exciting applications to players. IGT
now offers 2 UGA formats; the standard UGA is ideal for deployment into 1080p screens while the 4KUGA is used
specifically for machines that have 4k screen resolutions.
• Increase efficiency of messaging systems
• Low total cost of ownership
• Consistently brand every screen in your casino
• Extend the life of classic games

Interfaces
We understand our customers’ need for system integration with a wide variety
of third-party providers. With ADVANTAGE, your third-party systems integrate
with ease through a multitude of built-in interfaces designed to provide
real-time communication between you and your guest at every interaction.
• Access Control: Provide exclusive access to areas such as parking for
your best players
• Advanced Marketing Interface (AMI): Allow players to access their
club information when they log on to your website, app, or other digital
experience while keeping your branding consistent

SUPPLEMENTAL

• Bingo: Capture your guests’ action on Bingo for point earning,
comps, and more
• CommHub: Part of the Core service and sometimes sold to third
parties (for example Honeywell Camera systems) that need events
from ADVANTAGE
• InfoGenesis (legacy): Entice your players with use of property
complimentaries to enhance their gaming experience
• Lodging Management System (LMS): Allow your casino players access
to all of their earned benefits while staying as a hotel guest
• Opera Property Management System: Fluid connectivity allows your
guests use their comps as they want and when they want while lodging
on your property
• Title 31: Sends cash transactions from CTA and player ratings from
Patron Management to Title 31 system
• XML Point of Sale Protocol: Point of Sale used by InfoGenesis, Squirrel
for comp accessibility or property-wide point earning and usage
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Visit igt.com/systems to learn more
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